This paper deals with Bayesian inference and prediction problems of the Burr type XII distribution based on progressive first failure censored data. We consider the Bayesian inference under a squared error loss function. We propose to apply Gibbs sampling procedure to draw Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) samples, and they have in turn, been used to compute the Bayes estimates with the help of importance sampling technique. We have performed a simulation study in order to compare the proposed Bayes estimators with the maximum likelihood estimators. We further consider two sample Bayes prediction to predicting future order statistics and upper record values from Burr type XII distribution based on progressive first failure censored data. The predictive densities are obtained and used to determine prediction intervals for unobserved order statistics and upper record values. A real life data set is used to illustrate the results derived.
Introduction
Censoring is common in life-distribution work because of time limits and other restrictions on data collection. Censoring occurs when exact lifetimes are known only for a portion of the individuals or units under study, while for the remainder of the lifetimes information on them is partial. There are several types of censored tests. One of the most common censored test is type II censoring. It is noted that one can use type II censoring for saving time and money. However, when the lifetimes of products are very high, the experimental time of a type II censoring life test can be still too long. A generalization of Type II censoring is progressive Type II censoring, which is useful when the loss of live test units at points other than the termination point is unavoidable. Recently, the Type-II progressively censoring scheme has received considerable interest among the statisticians. See for example, Kundu [1] and Raqab [2] . For the theory methods and applications of progressive censoring, one can refer to the monograph by Balakrishnan and Aggarwala [3] and the recent survey paper by Balakrishnan [4] .
Johnson [5] described a life test in which the experimenter might decide to group the test units into several sets, each as an assembly of test units, and then run all the test units simultaneously until occurrence the first failure in each group. Such a censoring scheme is called a first-failure censoring scheme. Jun et al. [6] discussed a sampling plan for a bearing manufacturer. The bearing test engineer decided to save test time by testing 50 bearings in sets of 10 each. The first-failure times from each group were observed. Wu et al. [7] and Wu and Yu [8] obtained maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs), exact confidence intervals and exact confidence regions for the parameters of the Gompertz and Burr type XII distributions based on first-failure-censored sampling, respectively. If an experimenter desires to remove some sets of test units before observing the first failures in these sets this life test plan is called a progressive first-failure-censoring scheme which recently introduced by Wu and Kuş [9] .
In many practical problems of statistics, one wishes to use the results of previous data to predict a future observation from the same population. One way to do this is to construct an interval which will contain the future observation with a specified probability. This interval is called a prediction interval. Prediction has been applied in medicine, engineering, business, and other areas as well. Hahn and Meeker [10] have recently discussed the usefulness of constructing prediction intervals. Bayesian prediction bounds for future observations based on certain distributions have been discussed by several authors. Bayesian prediction bounds for observables having the Burr type XII distribution were obtained by Nigm [11] , AL-Hussaini and Jaheen [12, 13] , and Ali Mousa and Jaheen [14, 15] . Burr type X described by Jaheen and AL-Matrafi [16] .
Recently, Alamm et al. [17] obtained Bayesian prediction intervals for future order statistics from the generalized exponential distribution. Kundu and Howlader [18] studied Bayesian inference and prediction of inverse Weibull distribution for Type-II censored data. Ahmadi et al. [19] considered the Bayesian prediction of order statistics based on k-record values from exponential distribution. Ahmadi and MirMostafaee [20] obtained prediction intervals for order statistics as well as for the mean life time from a future sample based on observed usual records from an exponential distribution. Ali Mousa and Al-Sagheer [21] discussed the prediction problems for the Rayleigh based on progressively Type-II censored data. The Burr system of distributions includes twelve types of cumulative distribution functions which yield a variety of density shapes and were listed in Burr [22] . Its has applied in business, chemical engineering, quality control, medical and reliability studies.
The probability density function (pdf) and cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the Burr type XII dis-
and it has decreasing failure rate function when 1   . Thus the shape parameter  lays an important role for the distribution. Its capacity to assume various shapes often permits a good fit when used to describe biological, clinical or other experimental data.
Rodriguez [23] introduced the basic statistical property of Burr type XII model. Lee et al. [24] obtained the Bayes and empirical Bayes estimators of reliability performances of this model under progressively type-II censored samples.
In this paper first we consider the Bayesian inference of the shape parameters for progressive first failure censored data when both parameters are unknown. We assumed that the shape parameters  and  have the gamma prior and they are independently distributed. As expected in this case also, the Bayes estimates can not be obtained in closed form. We propose to use the Gibbs sampling procedure to generate MCMC samples, and then using the importance sampling methodology, we obtain the Bayes estimates of the unknown parameters. We perform some simulation experiments to see the behavior of the proposed Bayes estimators and compare their performances with the maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs).
Another important problem in life-testing experiments namely the prediction of unknown observables belonging to a future sample, based on the current available sample, known in the literature as the informative sample. For different application areas and for references, the readers are referred to AL-Hussaini [25] . In this paper we consider the prediction problem in terms of the estimation of the posterior predictive density of a future observation for two-sample prediction. We also construct predictive interval for a future observation using Gibbs sampling procedure. An illustrative example has been provided.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the formulation of a progressive first-failure-censoring scheme. In Section 3, we cover Bayes estimates of parameters using MCMC technique with the help of importance sampling technique. Monte Carlo simulation results are presented in Section 4. Bayes prediction for future order statistic and upper record values are provided in Section 5. and Section 6, respectively. Data analysis is provided in Section 7, and finally we conclude the paper in Section 8.
A Progressive First-Failure-Censoring Scheme
In this section, first-failure censoring is combined with progressive censoring as in Wu and Kuş [9] . Suppose that independent groups with items within each group are put on a life test, 1 groups and the group in which the first failure is observed are randomly removed from the test as soon as the first failure (say 1: : : m n k ) has occurred, 2 groups and the group in which the second first failure is observed are randomly removed from the , , ,
, the joint probability density function for is given by 
Special cases
It is clear from (3) that the progressive first-failure censored scheme containing the following censoring schemes as special cases:
1) The first-failure censored scheme when
2) The progressive type II censored order statistics if . 3) Usually type II censored order statistics when and 
Bayes Estimation
In this section, we present the posterior densities of the parameters  and  based on progressively first failure censored data and then obtain the corresponding Bayes estimates of these parameters. To obtain the joint posterior density of  and  , we assume that  
The gamma parameters a 1 , b 1 , a 2 and b 2 are all assumed to be positive. When 1 1 2 2 we obtain the non-informative priors of
Let
, be the progressively firstfailure-censored order statistics from Burr type XII distribution, with censoring . From (3), the likelihood function is given by (8) where is defined in (5) and C X is used instead of . 
Therefore, the posterior density function of  and  given the can be written as data
The posterior density (10) can be rewritten as
here,
is a gamma density function with the shape and scale parameters as ( ) and
proper density function given by
Therefore, the Bayes estimate of any function of  and  , say  , g    under the squared error loss function is (see Equation (13) It is not possible to compute (13) analytically. We propose to approximate (13) by using importance sampling technique as suggested by Chen and Shao [26] . The details are explained below.
Step 8: An approximate Bayes estimate of  under a squared error loss function can be obtained as
Importance sampling is a useful technique for estimations, now we would like to provide the importance sampling procedure to compute the Bayes estimates for parameters of the Burr type XII distribution, and any function of the parameters say  
where M is burn-in.
Step 9: Obtain the posterior variance of
as As mentioned previously that
is a gamma density and, therefore, samples of  can be easily generated using any gamma generating routine.
However, in our case, the proper density function of  Equation (12) cannot be reduced analytically to well known distributions and therefore it is not possible to sample directly by standard methods, but the plot of it (see Figure 1) show that it is similar to normal distribution. So to generate random numbers from this distribution, we use the Metropolis-Hastings method with normal proposal distribution. Using MetropolisHastings method, simulation based consistent estimate of
Monte Carlo Simulations
In order to compare the proposed Bayes estimators with the MLEs, we perform a Monte Carlo Simulation study using different sample sizes (n), different effective sample sizes (m), different sampling schemes (i.e., different i values) and for different priors (non-informative and informative). We used two sets of parameter values . For Prior 2 we have chosen the hyper-parameters in such a way that the prior mean became the expected value of the corresponding parameter.
 can be obtained using Algorithm 1 as given below:
Algorithm 1:
Step 1: Start with an .
Step 2: Set .
 g data using the method developed by Metropolis et al. [27] with the N
proposal distribution. where is variances-covariances matrix.

Step 4: Generate
Step 5: Compute
Step 6: Set = 1.
It is clear from Tables 1 and 2 that the proposed Bayes Step 7: Repeat Step 3 -6 N times and obtain 
Bayesian Prediction for Future Order Statistics
Suppose that 1: : : 2: : :
: : : , is a progressive first-failure-censored sample of size drawn from a population whose pdf is Burr and 1 2 represent the informative sample from a random sample of size , and a future ordered sample of size , respectively. It is further assumed that the two samples are independent and each of their corresponding random samples is obtained from the same distribution function. Our aim is to make Bayesian prediction about the 
where 
where   = 1 n s n s   By using the binomial expansion, the density (16) takes the form
     
The Bayes predictive density function of s Y is given by
where   π , data   is the joint posterior density of  and  as given in (11) . It is immediate that
can not be expressed in closed form and hence it can not be evaluated analytically.
A simulation based consistent estimator of (24) and (23) , for the lower bound, and upper bound,
We need to apply a suitable numerical method as they cannot be solved analytically.
Bayesian Prediction for Future Record Value
Let us consider that 1: : :
2: : : : : :
is a progressive first failure censored sample of size with progressive censoring scheme 1 2 , drawn from a Burr type XII distribution and let
is a second independent random sample of size 1 of future upper record observations drawn from the same population.
The first sample is referred to as the "informative" (past) sample, while the second one is referred to as the (future) sample. Based on an informative progressively first failure censored sample, our aim is to predict the upper record values. The conditional pdf of
  is given see Ahmadi and MirMostafaee [20] ,
The Bayes predictive density function of s Y is then
As before, based on MCMC samples , a simulation consistent estimator of    , , =1,2, ,
In this case also it is not possible to obtain the solutions analytically, and one needs a suitable numerical technique for solving these non-linear equations.
Illustrative Example
In this section, we consider a real life data set and illustrate the methods proposed in the previous sections. A complete sample from a clinical trial describe a relief time (in hours) for 50 arthritic patients given by Wingo [28] and used recently by Wu et al. [29] is selected. The data are given in Table 3 .
Wingo [28] shows that the Burr type XII model is acceptable for these data. To illustrate the use of the estimation methods proposed in this article, we assume that the patients are randomly grouped into 25  and ,  are 4.5093 and 7.6397, respectively. we apply the Gibbs and Metropolis samplers with the help of importance sampling technique to determine the Bayesian estimation and prediction intervals, we assumed that both the parameters are unknown.
Since we do not have any prior information available, we used noninformative priors on both   
Conclusions
In this paper, Bayesian inference and prediction problems of the Burr type XII distribution based on progressive first-failure censored data are obtained for future order statistics and future upper record values. The prior belief of the model is represented by the independent gamma priors on the both shape parameters. The squared error loss function is used. We used Gibbs sampling technique to generate MCMC samples and then using importance sampling methodology we computed the Bayes estimates. The same MCMC samples were used for two sample prediction problems. The details have been explained using a real life example.
